
ABSTRACT
IngthisgpaperCgthegeffectsgofgnonverbalgcommunication involvingg
respirationg duringg collaborativeg vocalg performanceg areg
investigated’ Ing additiong tog itsg importanceg forg effectiveg vocalg
techniqueCgrespirationgingmusicgperformance alsogfunctionsgasgang
anticipatoryg signalg thatg allowsg forg perceptual matchingCg i’e’g ing
termsg ofg expressivityg andg phrasingC andg effectiveg decisionP
makingg betweeng twog performers’g Noninvasiveg sensorsg
measuredg respirationg duringg individualg musicg rehearsalg andg
collaborativeg musicg practice’g Theg purposeg ofg theg researchg
projectgwasgtoganalyzegthegeffectsgofgnonverbalgcommunicationg
thatg occur betweeng singersg andg accompanistsg duringg ag
performance’ Theg efficientg nonverbalg cooperationg betweeng
singersg andg accompanistsg isg ang importantg factorg ing vocalg
performance’gTheganalysisgofg thegspecificgskillg setsg involvedg isg
angimportantgareagofgthisgresearch studyCgasgitgmaygcontributegtog
thegunderstandinggofgembodiedgmusicgcognitiongandgthegactionP
reactiong cycleg ing theg contextg ofg vocalg performance’g Theg datag
collectedg ing termsg ofg performanceg strategiesg mayg provideg ag
significantg insightg intog theg effectsg ofg supportiveg musicalg
gesturesgongagvocalgperformance’gRespirationgvaluesgdidgseemgtog
beg impactedg asg ag resultg ofg musicalg collaboration’g Meang
differencesg ing theg timingg ofg respirationg wasg predominantlyg
lowergforgunrehearsedgovergrehearsedgperformances’g

I. INTRODUCTION

Collaborative vocalg performanceg requiresg
specificg skillg setsg betweeng ag singerg andg ag pianog
accompanist’g Pianistsg assistg ing theg dramaticg expressiong
andgcommunicationgofgthegtextgandgmusicalgintentionsgofg
a vocalist’g Ing collaborativeg singingg performanceC theg
pianist’sg roleg isg tog guideg andg supportg theg singer’s
performance’g ThusCg theg accompanistg shouldg notg onlyg
workgtogdelivergthegmusicalgaccompanimentgcorrectlygandg
expressivelyCg butg alsog tog enhanceg theg expressive
informationg conveyed’g Ing orderg tog enhance ag vocalg
performanceCg bothg musiciansg areg requiredg tog interactg
continuously’g Theyg areg responsibleg notg onlyg forg theg
productiongofgtheirgowngmusicCgbutgalsogforganygstructuralg
informationg andg “connectiveg tissue”g TKatzCg 0””Ejg ofg theg
compositiong tog preserveg musicalCg textualg andg dramaticg
integrity’g Wheng theg singerg entersC theg pianistg mustg beg
synchronizedCg eveng ifg startingg fromg silence’g Thisg isg ag
dynamicg communicativeg exchangeCg involvingg complexg
nonverbalginteractiongandgcollaborativegdecisionPmaking’g
Ang actiong perceptiong couplingg mustg beg createdg betweeng
performersCgthroughgthegusegofgsensorygperformancegcues
ing orderg to successfullyg negotiateg ing ag liveg musicalg
performance’

Respirationgisgonegofgthegprimarygcomponentsgofg
effectiveg musicalg collaborationg betweeng singersg andg
pianog accompanistsCg asg wellg asg ag meansg ofg physicalg
identification’g Fromg ag pedagogicalg andg collaborativeg
performanceg perspectiveCg respiration isg ag necessaryg
supportgmechanismgforgthegongoinggprocessesgofgmusicalg
alignmentg andg synchronization’g Theg pianistg isg notg
requiredg tog breathg withg theg singerg tog performg ong theirg
instrument’g HoweverCg theseg supportg gesturesg mayg allowg
forg betterg phraseg initiationg andg matchingg ofg expressiveg
intentgbeforegthegmusiciansgbegingthegphrase’gRespiration
isgonegofgthegtoolsgusedgtogpreservegthegflowgandgprogressg
ofgthegmusicalgperformanceCgresultinggingagbettergmatchgofg
musicalg intentiong ing artisticg collaborationg TKatzCg 0””Ej’
HoweverCg a moregcomprehensivegunderstandinggofg theseg
strategiesgisgstillgpossiblegthroughgempiricalganalysisCgbothg
pedagogicallygandgforgperformancegpractice’g

II. BACKGROUND

A.UPreviousUResearchUinUPerformance

Extensiveg researchg hasg beeng conductedg ong theg
timinggandgdynamicsgingpianogperformance’ ForgexampleCg
ReppgT(EEHjgconductedgagquantitativeganalysisgofgpianistsg
timingg strategiesg ing solog pianog performance’g Throughg
principlegcomponentganalysisgTPCAjCghegidentifiesgseveralg
timingg strategiesg commonlyg utilizedg byg pianistsg duringg
performancesg ofg Chopin’sg Etudeg ing Eg major’g Theseg
timinggstrategiesg includedg(jgmajorgritardsgatg thegendsgofg
melodicg gestures;g 0jg accelerationg withing someg ofg theseg
gesturesgwithoutg finalg ritards;g 9jg extremeg lengtheninggofg
theg initialg downbeat;g andg )jg ritardsg betweeng asg wellg asg
withingmelodicggestures’g

IngrespirationgingpianogperformanceCgKinggT0””Ajg
hasgstudiedgthegrolegofgrespirationgasgagsupportingggestureg
ing solog pianog performance’g Videog analysisg ofg theg
performancesgofgthreegpianistsgwasgconducted’gAccordingg
tog KingCg breathingg andg otherg motorg processes couldg beg
seeng tog supportg theg physicalg – musicalg continuumg atg
differentg hierarchicalg levelsg ing performanceg ofg theg sameg
piece’g Theg preliminaryg findingsg ofg thisg researchg studyg
demonstratedgconsistentgbreathinggpatternsgofgthegpianists
throughoutg theg performancesg ofg theg selectedg
compositions’g HoweverCgtheregweregdifferencesgfoundging
thegbreathingg techniquesgofg thegparticipantsCgparticularlyCg
atgthegstartgandgendgofgvocalgphrases’gKinggpostulatesgthat
breathingg hadg ang importantg roleg atg theg startg ofg theg
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performance, as the breath cycle seemed to preempt 
action. Breathing points were also consistently made 
during rests that separated sections, phrases or 
statements. Physical movements were also examined and 
were found to convey information about tempo and 
phrasing of the melodic lines when looking at features 
such as body movements, elbow circling, wrist pushing, 
and head tilting in accordance with the main beats of the 
bar.  

These studies provide support for the hypothesis 
that the performance and timing may be affected by 
expressivity and play a part in the action- reaction cycle 
(Leman, 2008). The study presented in this paper 
contributes to this research by examining the role of 
interaction and intentional matching between singers and 
pianists. 

 

B.  Theoretical Model 

According to the theory of embodied music 
cognition (Leman, 2008), mutual understanding, 
intentional matching and signaling in music performance 
occurs largely through bodily action. Respiration 
functions within accompanied vocal performance as a 
tool for corporeal articulation and intentionality. Within 
the context of collaborative music performance, 
respiration is a form of synchronization and embodied 
attuning that not only facilitates coordination, but also for 
engages of higher-level intentional processes, such as 
expressive affect and dramatic articulation of the music.   

In the following sections, the research method used 
to examine the role of respiration and embodied 
attunement will be discussed. This is followed by a 
presentation of the results regarding the impact of 
collaboration on respiration of accompanied vocal 
performance, as well a discussion of the broader 
implication of these finding.   

III. METHOD 

The method used to analyze data between performers 
is similar to that utilized by Buonaccorsi et al. (2001) for 
the measurement of spatial synchrony. This method 
involved the measurement of synchrony according to the 
concordance of peak in paired time series. 

A. Participants 
Twelve subjects (consisting of six piano-singer 

duos) participated in the study. Gender was balanced 
with six female (three singers, three pianists) and six 
male subjects (three singers, three pianists). Participants 
were aged 21-53 (M=33, SD=11.36). Subject population 
was drawn from singers and pianists that had performed 
previously together. The background information 

regarding participants musical and performance 
experience was collected with the use of questionnaires. 
B.  Tools and materials 

Respiration was monitored via Plux respiration 
sensors. The sensor consisted of a monolithic silicon 
pressure sensor encapsulated in an air membrane. This is 
then sewn into a band, which can be placed around the 
ribs to measure intercostal expansion. Air temperature 
variations have been tested between 0 to 85°C to vary a 
maximum offset of ±2.5 Volts per full-scale span. This 
range was adjusted from the original sensor parameters of 
5.0 Volts. The sensors transmitted data via a Bluetooth 
Arduino coordinate by a patch programmed in MAX/ 
MSP. 
 

C. Procedure 
Singer-pianist pairs were asked to perform four 

pieces in an individual condition followed by a 
collaborative condition. In the individual condition, 
musicians performed their pieces alone, similarly to when 
they practice at home. In the collaborative condition, 
performers were asked to perform the pieces together, 
similar to musical rehearsal. Tasks consisted of the 
performance of four pieces, two that were selected by the 
participants based on the repertoire they had previously 
practiced together, and two additional pieces, which had 
not been rehearsed collaboratively (Songs my Mother 
Taught Me by A. Dvořák and Drink to Me Only with 
Thine Eyes which is anonymous). These pieces were 
provided to the participants individually in advance to 
avoid confounding factors associated with sight singing 
or reading. However, subjects were asked not to perform 
the pieces together or practice them with recordings. 
Audio and video of experimental sessions were recorded. 
Pianists were asked to use a Yamaha P-60 midi keyboard 
(with weighted keys and pedal) during monitoring to 
more accurately determine note onsets and offsets. 
 
D.  Signal Processing 
 As described in the previous section, the signal 
from the respiration sensor is digitized with a Bluetooth 
Arduino and sent wirelessly to the computer. This 
digitization returns the raw sensor signal with  
values between 0 and 1023 at a sampling rate of 200Hz 
which are analyzed offline. To reduce the sensor noise on 
the raw signal the data is filtered using a Savitzky-Golay 
filter (Schafer, 2011) with order 3 and a frame size of 51 
samples. The filter operates by obtaining the coefficients 
ak of a polynomial: 
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[lecture NOTES]

R
ecently, while reading a paper 
on heart rate monitoring 
using an accelerometer [1], I 
found myself asking the 
question posed by the above 

title. While searching for the answer, I 
discovered many things that seemed to 
be well known to others outside the field 
of digital signal processing (DSP) but not 
to me. After adding some results of my 
own, I presented what I had learned at a 
poster session at the 2011 DSP/SPE 
Workshop [2]. As I interacted with peo-
ple at the poster session, I asked if they 
had ever heard of Savitzky-Golay (S-G) 
filters. Given my own ignorance, it was 
comforting that only one out of about 20 
had heard of them. What is remarkable 
about this is that Savitzky and Golay’s 
paper [3], published in 1964, was 
described in 2000 by editors of the jour-
nal Analytical Chemistry as number five 
among the top ten papers ever published 
in that journal [4]. They stated, “It can 
be argued that the dawn of computer-
controlled analytical chemistry can be 
traced to this article.” For this reason, I 
feel that it could be useful to use the 
"Lecture Notes" forum to introduce (or 
reintroduce) my colleagues in signal 
processing to the S-G filters. 

RELEVANCE
In their “seminal” [4] paper [3], Savitzky 
and Golay proposed a method of data 
smoothing based on local least-squares 
polynomial approximation. They showed 
that fitting a polynomial to a set of input 
samples and then evaluating the result-
ing polynomial at a single point within 
the approximation interval is equivalent 
to discrete convolution with a fixed 

impulse response. The lowpass filters 
obtained by this method are widely 
known (in some sectors) as Savitzky-
Golay filters. Savitzky and Golay were 
interested in smoothing noisy data 
obtained from chemical spectrum ana-
lyzers, and they demonstrated that least-
squares smoothing reduces noise while 
maintaining the shape and height of 
waveform peaks (in their case, Gaussian-
shaped spectral peaks). In researching 
this topic, I did find some awareness of 
S-G filters in the signal processing com-
munity. Hamming’s book [7] has a dis-
cussion of the use of least-squares in 
data smoothing, and Orfanidis has a 
detailed discussion of S-G filters in his 
book, which is now out of print but 
available for free download [8]. Some 
researchers have found the peak shape 
preservation property of the S-G filters 
to be attractive in applications such as 
electrocardiogram processing [1] and the 
basic concept of least-squares polynomi-
al smoothing has been generalized to 
two dimensions [5] and applied in pro-
cessing images such as ultrasound and 
synthetic aperture radar. 

While frequency-domain representa-
tions of S-G filters have been discussed 
[6], [7], most presentations on S-G filters 
(e.g., [9], [10]) have emphasized time-
domain properties (such as complicated 
closed-form expressions for the impulse 
responses) without reference to such 
frequency-domain features as passband 
width or stopband attenuation. Therefore, 
the purpose of this article is to examine 
S-G filters from the frequency-domain 
viewpoint and to quantify some of their 
frequency-domain properties. 

PREREQUISITES
This article assumes only a familiarity 
with finite-impulse response (FIR) 

digital filters and a basic knowledge of 
matrices. 

LEAST-SQUARES 
SMOOTHING OF SIGNALS
The basic idea behind least-squares poly-
nomial smoothing is depicted in 
Figure 1, which shows a sequence of 
samples x 3n 4 of a signal as solid dots. 
Considering for the moment the group 
of 2M1 1 samples centered at n5 0, we 
obtain (by a process to be described) the 
coefficients of a polynomial 

   p 1n 2 5 aN
k50

ak nk (1)

that minimize the mean-squared approx-
imation error for the group of input 
samples centered on n5 0,  

 EN5 aM
n52M

1
 
p 1n 2 2 x 3n 4 2 2

 5 aM
n52M

aaN
k50

ak nk2 x 3n 4b2

. (2)

The analysis is the same for any other 
group of 2M1 1 input samples. We shall 
refer to M  as the “half width” of the 
approximation interval. In Figure 1, 
where N5 2 and M5 2, the solid curve 
on the left in Figure 1 is the polynomial 
p 1n 2  evaluated on a fine grid between 
22 and 12, and the smoothed output 
value is obtained by evaluating p 1n 2  at 
the central point n5 0. That is, y 30 4, the 
output at n5 0, is 

 y 30 45 p 10 2 5 a0,  (3)

i.e., the output value is just equal to the 
0th polynomial coefficient. In general, 
the approximation interval need not be 
symmetric about the evaluation point. 
This leads to nonlinear phase filters, 
which can be useful for smoothing at 
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Which then minimizes the mean-squared approximation 
error ε for the signal x(n) around the zero point. 
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This filter has the advantage that it preserves sharp peaks 
without introducing any time delay.  
 
 

 
Figure 1. Respiratory signal with peak and minima 
detection. 

The resulting signal is displayed in Figure 2. Lower 
values correspond to a low-pressure readout during 
exhalation, while higher values correspond to a high 
pressure due to the expansion of the ribcage against the 
sensor.  The points of inhalation are represented by peaks 
of the signal before the beginning of a musical phrase. It 
was necessary to determine the points of inhalation for 
quantification of the respiratory data from the sensor 
signal. These are located by applying a peak detection 
algorithm. The peaks found are indicated with a circular 
marker in Figure 1. The timing of the remaining peaks is 
analyzed by calculating the difference in time between 
the peaks in the two recordings for the four musical 
pieces. 

 
IV. RESULTS 
A. Questionnaire 

 
All participants had performed as a soloist in the past 

year and there was an average of six years of professional 
experience. Five participants (three pianists, two singers) 
had more than ten years of experience. Seventy-five 
percent of participants had been trained to some extent in 
the opposite instrument.  Participants were asked if the 
measurement instruments interfered with their 
performance and 66% (evenly distributed with singers 
and pianist) reported some impact. The major reason was 
increased awareness of respiration, due to the fact that 
this part of the performance was obviously monitored.  

 Participants were asked how their performance 
changed from individual music performance to 
collaborative performance. With singers responses were 
highly varied. Most responded that there was a feeling of 
increased musicality and expressiveness. With pianists a 
common theme was the need to follow and adapt. 
Therefore, respiration was an important signaling tool, 
especially in terms of communication of musical 
intention, i.e. through pauses and word painting. This was 
described as a “clear and natural sign” assisting in 
musical coordination and creation of musical meaning.   

 

B. Analysis of the Effect of Collaboration  
 
In examining the collaborative condition, across 

groups pianists demonstrated the tendency to breath 
according to the phrasing of the musical piece. In the 
collaborative condition, pianists generally inhaled with 
the singer at the beginnings of the phrases 98 percent of 
the time (M =. 975, SD=4.2). The average difference in 
time between singers and pianist during the collaborative 
condition was 0.89 ms (SD= 1.27).  

 
 

 

 
Figure 2. Mean and standard deviation of difference in 
timing between singers and pianists 

Only Group 1 demonstrated a mean inhalation values that 
were higher than the other participants, also with a much 
broader standard deviation. (see Fig. 2) Generally, the 
difference in mean respiration values between singers 
and pianists was higher for unrehearsed than for 
rehearsed pieces (see Fig. 3). Although, only for Group 1, 
can we be 95% confident in these results. 
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Figure 3. Mean respiration values between rehearsed and 
unrehearsed performance in collaborative condition. In all 
cases Songs 1 and 2 were previously unrehearsed by 
participants.  

 

V. DISCUSSION 
 

Results indicate that respiration between singers and 
pianists is indeed impacted through musical 
collaboration. Respiration functions as a multi-sensory 
tool for dynamic temporal coordination. It may be 
concluded that respiration, as an anticipatory gesture 
before the start of a phrase, is one tool that supports 
cognitive evaluation and reasoning allowing both 
performers to effectively coordinate their performance. 
Once an effective action patterns are established, they 
seem to be maintained, even if unnecessary for the 
playing of the instrument. Respiration is a 
communicative device allowing for coordination of 
musical meaning before the beginning of the phrase. 
Respiration between musician impacts phrasing, musical 
line, and the matching of musical intentions. 
 

VI.  CONCLUSION 
The study presents some preliminary results 

regarding the impact of respiration as a perceptual 
matching between singers and pianists. These results 
provide a foundation for further investigation into the 
role of respiration in the action perception cycle 
occurring continuously between individuals in a musical 
performance. Respiratory coordination provides a basis 
for multisensory and multimodal interaction between 
performers. Respiratory patterns were not only impacted 
through collaboration, but also seemed to be maintained 
as ancillary performance patterns.  
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